
 

Game show event 
GAME SHOW EVENTS are the most popular forms of entertainment offered by Swinging 

Watch Entertainment nationwide. Each performance is fast moving, tastefully done and 

guaranteed to be enjoyed by all. A GAME SHOW EVENT is always designed around the 

company, its products and/or services, event theme if applicable and audience make up. 

Each performance is custom-designed to meet the needs of the group. 

The average show is made up routines different variations of traditional game shows such 

as “The Price is Right”, “Jeopardy”, “Minute to Win It”, and “Let’s Make a Deal” just to name 

a few. Each event is completely custom tailored to factors including but not limited to age 

group, activity leveled desired, prizes, and environment or theme. During the event, all 

participants become the stars of the show. 

Once your date is booked, Swinging Watch Entertainment contacts the venue and 

discusses all physical / technical arrangements. The entertainer communicates with the 

contact person within the company to research the company, audience and other details 

pertinent to the event, and then designs a performance within the scope of the information 

reviewed.  Prior to the event, the entertainer will phone the company contact person to 

discuss, in detail, what the performance content will be and lets them make revisions if 

needed the date of the event. The entertainer will then arrive at least an hour prior to the 

event to make sure all technical needs are attended to. (Swinging Watch Entertainment can 

provide a sound technician at no additional cost to ensure a quality program.) 

NO ONE is embarrassed or asked to be involved in an activity that will degrade him/her in 

any way. In almost all cases, the volunteers would eagerly agree to participate in a similar 

activity in the future. 

If you have any questions feel free to contact us.  Take the next step and be the success of 

your next event by booking Swinging Watch Entertainment today.  

PH: 402-620-7469      

EMAIL: INFO@SWINGINGWATCH.COM 


